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Abstract 

Some recent developments in aerodynamic and 
aeroacoustic analysis of wings and rotors by using 
a boundary integral methodology for potential 
flows are presented. The analysis covers subson
ic and transonic full-potential flows around wings 
and hovering and forward-flight rotors. A coupled 
viscous/inviscid technique is utilized to take into 
account the effects of the viscosity, in the limit
ed case of steady attached high-Reynolds number 
flows. The emphasis is on the numerical applica
tions (specifically on the effects of the unsteadi
ness, of the viscosity, and ofthe transonic nonlin
earities) but the theoretical formulation is briefly 
addressed. Comparisons of numerical results are 
included. 

Introduction 

The scope of this work is to present an overview 
of some recent developments in the aerodynam
ic and aeroacoustic analysis of lifting bodies in 
arbitrary motion, based on a boundary integral 
methodology for the velocity potential, intro
duced by Morino [1]. For unsteady subsonic flows, 
the solution for the velocity potential is given by a 
direct boundary integral representation extended 
over the surfaces of the body and of the wake. For 
transonic flows, the integral representation for the 
velocity potential includes also a field integral 
extended over the portion of the fluid field where 
nonlinear terms are not negligible (e.g., blade tips 
for helicopter rotors). The inclusion of the effects 
of viscosity is obtained by a viscous/inviscid cou
pling technique. 
A detailed review of the field is beyond the 
scope of this paper. Extensive reviews of the 
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present methodology are given in [2] and [3], 
where the emphasis is on the theoretical aspects 
of the boundary integral formulation for poten
tial flows and its extension to viscous flows. 
Here, the emphasis is on the numerical valida
tion, in particular on the analysis of the effects 
of the viscosity and of the transonic nonlinear
ities. Numerical results include applications to 
subsonic and transonic potential flows, and tran
sonic high-Reynolds viscous flows. The method
ology used for the analysis of subsonic flows 
around fixed wings and rotors is that present
ed in Gennaretti [4] where a unified aerodynam
ic/aeroacoustic methodology is proposed. The 
extension to the analysis of transonic flows is 
based on the full-potential formulation present
ed in lemma [5]. Finally, for attached high
Reynolds number flows, the effects of the viscosity 
are included by using a viscous/inviscid coupling 
technique as discussed by Salvatore [6]. 
The present paper is an update of Refs. [7] and [8]. 
Specifically, it differs from Ref. [7] in that results 
for aeroacoustics of rotors in hover and in forward 
flight in subsonic and transonic flow have been 
included, and contains an update of the results 
for viscous flows given in [8]. Also, the results 
presented in this paper were partially obtained 
under a BRITE-EURAM project, HELISHAPE, 
which is reported in full in Ref. [9]. 

Theoretical Formulation 

As stated in the Introduction, the emphasis in 
this paper is on the numerical applications of 
the present methodology. However, for the sake 
of completeness, the theoretical formulation is 
briefly outlined in this section. First, the poten
tial formulation for the study of inviscid flows 
is addressed; then, the boundary integral rep
resentation used for the solution of the equa
tion of the velocity potential is presented; finally, 



the boundary-layer/full-potential coupling tech
nique is described. 

Full-Potential Flow Formulation 

An isentropic, initially irrotational flow of an 
inviscid, non-conducting fluid remains isentropic 
and irrotational at all times. Under these assump
tions the velocity field may be expressed in terms 
of a scalar potential 'P such that v = \7 cp, where 
v is the flnid velocity. Combining the continu
ity equation, written in conservative form, and 
Bernoulli's theorem, one obtains the following 
equation for the velocity potential 

(1) 

where a;;, = 1 Pool Poo is the speed of sound in 
the undisturbed flow, whereas a- denotes all the 
nonlinear terms, given by (see, e.g., [10]) 

o-='il· [(1- .L) \lcp] - ~ (.L + ~ 8'P)(2) 
Poo 8t Poo a00 8t 

Hence, the velocity potential is governed by a 
nonlinear wave equation (with p obtained from 
the Bernoulli theorem). 
The boundary and initial conditions for Eq. 2 are 
obtained as follows. The surface of the body, S B, 

is assumed to be impermeable. This yields 

(3) 

where v B denotes the velocity of a point x E S8 . 

Furthermore, in a frame of reference fixed with 
the unperturbed fluid, we have 'P = 0 at infinity. 
In the potential-flow formulation, the wake is a 
surface of discontinuity for the velocity potential, 
hence boundary conditions over the wake and at 
the tralling edge are also required (see [2] and [3], 
for detalls ). Using the principles of conservation 
of mass and momentum across the wake surface, 
Sw, one obtains that the prerssure is continuous 
across Sw and that Sw is impermeable (i.e., v · 
n = vw · n, where the velocity of a point on Sw, 
v w, is defined as the average of the velocity of the 
fluid on the two sides of the wake). In terms of 
the velocity potential, the first condition yields 
!:;.(8cpj8n) = 0, whereas the second one, using 
Bernoulli's theorem, yields 

~7 (!:;.cp) = 0, (4) 

where Dw()/Dt := 8( )j8t + Vw · \!( ). This 
condition implies that the value of !:;.cp remains 
constant in time following a wake point xw (hav
ing velocity v w) and equals the value it had when 
xw left the trailing edge. This value is obtained 
by imposing the trailing-edge condition that, at 
the trailing edge points, /:;.cp on the wake equals 
!:;.cp = 'Pu - 'PI on the body (subscripts u and l 
denote, respectively, upper and lower sides of the 
body surface). 
Finally, we assume homogeneous initial condi
tions. 

Boundary Integral Formulation 

In order to address the boundary integral formu
lation for the solution of the noulinear wave equa
tion 1, let us consider two disjoint closed rigid sur
faces S B and Sw surrounding, respectively, the 
volume VB occupied by the body and the volume 
Vw occupied by a thin fluid region containing the 
wake surface, which is assumed to be undeformed 
(see later). It may be shown that the integral rep
resentation for the wave equation, Eq. 1, is given 
by (see [2] for details) 

E(x, t)cp(x, t) = LB + Iw 

+ Jjfvrao a-],=t.-o av, (5) 

where E(x, t) = 1 if x E V (with V denoting the 
fluid region where the noulinear terms are not 
negligible) and E(x, t) = 0 otherwise; in addition, 
() is the propagation time from y to x, and Go = 
-1/41rllrlll1- Mrl (where Mr is the component 
of the Mach vector in the direction r = x- y ). 
Finally, LB and Iw are given by an expression of 
the type 

fA [8cp 8Go] I(x, t) = --::Go- cp-_ dS 
s 8n 8n t=t.-0 

(6) 

+ H. [ao 8cp (8~ + 2 v\ n)·] dS 
ffs 8t 8n aoo t=t.-0 

+~ Jl [cpGo
8
8 

[vx · n(1- Vx · \78)]] dS, 
aoo Jfs t t=t.-8 

with S = SB for IB, and S = Sw for Iw. In 
Eq. 6, 8( )j8n := 8( )j8n- Vx · n Vx · 'il( )fa;;,, 
whereas Vx represents the velocity of a point x 
(of the space connected with the surface S) with 
respect to the air space. 
Equation 5, with LB andiw given by Eq. 6,is the 
boundary integral representation for the solution 
to Eq. 1 with initial and boundary conditions as 
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specified above. Note that, for the contribution 
Iw of the wake surface Sw, using t:.(8rpj8n) = 0 
yields that the integral depends upon t:.<p only. 
Hence, Eq. 5 may be used to evaluate the poten
tial <pat x, if <p and 8<pj8n are known on SB, D.<p 
on Sw, and u in V. 
In the absence of the wake and for linear flows 
(i.e., with u neglected) Iw and the volume inte
gral in Eq. 5 disappear. Thus, if x tends to the 
boundary, Eq. 5 yields a compatibility condition 
between <p and 8rpj8n on SB, which must be 
satisfied by the solution of the problem. In our 
case 8rpj8n on SB is known from the bound
ary condition on SB, Eq. 3. Hence, such a com
patibility condition is an integral equation for <p 
on the boundary S B. Next, consider the lifting 
case, for which the presence of the wake is nec
essary ( cfr. the d 'Alembert paradox, see [2] and 
[3]). To include the wake contribution, two dif
ferent approaches are used. For fixed wings and 
hovering rotors, we express the wake contribution 
in a frame of reference fixed with the body and 
hence the wake integral is still given by Eq. 6 
(with the last integral vanishing). For rotors in 
forward flight, we assume that the wake defor
mation is negligible (i.e., the wake is the surface 
swept by the trailing edge, as we have assumed for 
the results presented here). Thus, the wake con
tribution is expressed in the air frame. In either 
case, if the wake geometry is prescribed, the solu
tion is obtained using an approach similar to that 
used for nonlifting problems with !::.( 8rpj 8n) = 0, 
and t:.rp given by Eq. 4. 
Finally, for transonic flows, one has to consid
er also the nonlinear contribution of the volume 
integral in Eq. 5; this is obtained by iteration 
where u is evaluated step by step from the com
puted values of <pin the field (see [5] for details). 
Note that, in general, the geometry of the wake is 
unknown and is part itself of the solution (free
wake analysis). Here, we do not present free-wake 
results and, for the sake of conciseness, the reader 
is referred to [2] and [3] for details. 
Once <p on the surface is known, <p and hence v 
may be evaluated anywhere in the field. Then the 
pressure (and hence, the acoustic noise) may be 
computed using the Bernoulli theorem. Note that, 
this approach is considerably different from the 
classical aeroacoustic formulations based either 
on the Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings equation 
or the Kirchhoff surface. 

Viscous/Inviscid Coupling 

In this subsection, the viscous/inviscid coupling 
technique that has been used to include the 
effects of viscosity in the potential model present
ed above is described. Specifically, a classical cou
pling technique has been adapted to the specific 
boundary integral formulation used here for the 
solution of the inviscid flow. 1 

The present analysis is limited to the case of . 
attached steady two-dimensional high-Reynolds 
number flows, where it is assumed that the vis
cous vertical region (i.e., boundary layer and 
wake) has a small thickness, 6. Under these 
assumptions, a classical boundary-layer formu
lation may be used. Outside the boundary lay
er and wake, the flow is irrotational and is 
solved by using a full-potential model obtained 
by introducing, in the boundary integral for~u
lation described above, a viscous-flow correctiOn 
based on Lighthill 's equivalent sources approaclr 
[11] (see also [12], for a recent developments in 
this field). The matching of the boundary-layer 
solution with the potential-flow solution with vis
cosity correction is obtained through iteration. 
Specifically, the boundary-layer equations ru:e 
solved in integral form; for attached flows, this 
approach yields comparably accurate predictions 
at considerably reduced computational costs in 
comparison with differential methods. The lam
inar portion of the boundary layer is computed 
by combining Thwaites' collocation method for 
incompressible flows [13], with the lllingworth
Stewartson coordinate transformation (see, e.g., 
[14]) to take into account compressibility effect~. 
The transition from laminar to turbulent flow IS 

detected by the semi-empirical Michel's method 
[15]. The turbulent portion of t~e bounda;y !aye~ 
and the wake are studied by the lag-entramment 
method of Green, Weeks and Brooman [16], 
according to which, the classical von Karman 
boundary-layer equation is combined with an 
equation taking into account the flow entering 
the boundary-layer (entrainment equation), and 
an equation for the evolution of the turbulent 
kinetic energy (lag equation). Finally, classical 
semi-empirical algebraic relationships are utilized 
which complete the formulation of the problem 
(see Salvatore [6], for details). 

1 The present coupling technique is described here in 
some details since it is not addressed in [2] (where the 
formulation is limited to potential flows) and is barely 
touched upon in [3]. 
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Once the boundary-layer equations are solved, 
the viscous-flow correction for the potential-flow 
model may be evaluated. Such correction is giv
en in terms of a transpiration flow across S B and 
Sw which, according to Lighthill [11], takes into 
account the displacement of the potential-flow 
streamlines due to the presence of the vortical 
layer around the body and wake surfaces. The 
intensity of the compressible-flow transpiration 
velocity is given by (see, e.g., Lemmerman and 
Sonnad [17]) 

0" v = -
1
- [&8 

(PeUeCr) + {){) (peueo;)], (7) 
PeUe 81 82 

where s; ( i = 1, 2) denote orthogonal arclengths 
over the surface of the body, Iii are displacement 
thicknesses in directions s;, whereas Ue and Pe 
denote, respectively, the magnitude of velocity (in 
a reference fixed with the body) and the density, 
both at the outer edge of the vorticallayer. As a 
consequence, the boundary condition for cp over 
the body surface is modified as follows ( cfr. Eq. 
3): 

&<p 
-=VB·n+O"v 
8n 

(x E SB), (8) 

whereas, on the wake surface Sw, one has 

(x E Sw), (9) 

where the subscripts u and l refer to quantities 
evaluated, respectively, in the vortical layers on 
the upper and lower sides of Sw. 
Thus, the solution of the potential-flow equa
tions containing the viscous correction above 
gives a prediction for Ue, p0 , and Me (the sub
script e denotes evaluation at the outer edge of 
the boundary layer) which are in turn the input 
for the boundary-layer solution and hence for the 
evaluation of a v (direct method). For separated 
flows (not examined here), the set of differential 
equations for the boundary layer is singular and 
an iterative technique based on the inverse solu
tion method is typically employed; however, this 
type of analysis is beyond the scope of the present 
work, which is limited to attached-flow analysis 
(e.g., wings at small angles of attack, absence of 
strong shocks). 

Numerical Results 

The formulation presented above has been 
applied in the past to the numerical analysis of 
the aerodynamics of wings as well as rotors in 
several flight conditions. As stated in the Intro
duction, here we present some numerical results 
recently obtained so as to give an overall pic
ture of the level of development and validation 
achieved thus far. For inviscid flows, the cases 
under examination cover rotors in subsonic for
ward flight and transonic analysis of wings and 
rotors in hover and forward flight, including the 
aeroacoustic analysis. In addition, results for the 
viscousfinviscid interaction in the limited case of 
steady two-dimensional attached high-Reynolds 
number viscous flows in the transonic range are 
presented. 

Potential Subsonic Advancing Rotors 

For the analysis of potential subsonic hover
ing rotors, we present some numerical results 
obtained by studying the configuration consid
ered in [18] at the DNW for the experimental pro
gram within the HELINOISE project. The rotor 
tested in this program is a 40% geometrically and 
dynamically scaled model of a four-bladed, hin
gless B0-105 main rotor. The rotor has a diam
eter of 4m with a root cut-out of 0.35m and a 
chord length of 0.121m. The blades have a -8° 
of linear twist, with a modified NACA 23012 
profile, and a coning angle of 2.5°. The nomi
nal rotor operational speed is 1040rpm. In the 
present analysis the rotor is in ascent flight, with 
an effective tip path plane angle a.J:pp = -14.63°, 
advance ratio J.L = 0.148, hovering tip Mach num
ber MTIP = 0.645, and feathering motion. The 
comparison of pressure distributions predicted by 
the present method (potential formulation) with 
the experimental results in [18] is shown in Figs. 
1 and 2 which correspond to the blade section 
at r / R = 0.97 for azimuthal angles \1! = 180° 
and \1! = 270°. The agreement between the two 
results is satisfactory, even if the numerical analy
sis was performed using a prescribed wake geom
etry (in fact, the wake roll-up is quite irrelevant 
for advancing rotors; a simple helicoidal wake has 
been utilized in the present analysis). In Fig. 3 
we show the comparison between the measured 
acoustic signal and the computed one, for an 
observer placed 2.3m below the rotor disk, at 
a distance of 3.36m from the rotor hub (micro-
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phone 2 in Ref. [20]). The agreement between the 
two results is satisfactory, even with a numerical 
analysis performed using a simple helicoidal wake 
(the wake roll-up is not as relevant for advancing 
rotors). 

Transonic Full Potential Flows 

Next, we present some results concerning tran
sonic full-potential flows. For the sake of com
pleteness, validations for steady two-dimensional 
flows are presented first, in order to emphasize 
that the shock-capturing capability is as good as 
that of other CFD methods, even with a coarser 
grid. Figure 4 presents the pressure distribution 
on a circular cylinder at M 00 = 0.5. In this flow 
configuration a strong shock wave occurs (the 
local Mach number approaches 3 in the super
sonic region). Thus, we are beyond the applica
bility of the potential model, since the vortic
ity generated by the discontinnity is not neg
ligible; however, the test case is important to 
verify the behavior of the present full-potential 
method in handling strong shocks. The integral 
solution, obtained using a higher-order numeri
cal scheme, is compared to the solution obtained 
in [19] using the finite-volume, full-potential code 
FL036, based on the scheme of Jameson [20]. The 
agreement is satisfactory in terms of both shock 
position and resolution. The same level of accu
racy is presented in Fig. 5, where the flow about 
a NACA 0012 airfoil at Moo = 0.82 and a= 0° is 
analyzed. The pressure distribution is compared 
with both Euler and full-potential finite-volume 
results (both obtained by Salas [19] using the 
Jameson scheme [20]). The results (obtained with 
a C-type grid using 70 x 20 volume elements) 
are in good agreement with those obtained by 
finite volumes, even if a relatively low number of 
elements is employed. In Fig. 6 the Mach num
ber of the flow around a NACA 0012 airfoil is 
increased to Moo = 0.84. In this particular con
dition a strong shock occurs, and the Euler solu
tion flow cannot be considered potential anymore. 
Hence, the result of the full-potential integral for
mulation is compared to a full-potential finite
volume solution [21]. The agreement between the 
two methodologies is good. The discontinnity 
obtained with the present approach is confined 
within one single cell, and the Zierep discontinu
ity appears to be well captured, despite the rela
tively coarse grid used for the calculation. 

Next, we present some applications for three
dimensional transonic full-potential flows. Con
sider first a non-lifting 1/7 scale UH-1H hover
ing rotor with tip Mach number MTJp = 0.88. 
Figure 7 shows the pressure distribution eval
uated at r / R = 0.95. Comparisons with CFD 
full-potential and Euler solutions obtained by 
[22] indicate that there is an acceptable agree
ment, but the computed shock position is locat
ed upwind with respect to that in the refer· 
ence results. For such a configuration, our full
potential solution obtained with a H-type grid 
appears to be closer to the CFD Euler one rather 
than to the CFD full-potential one. 
Next, consider a non-lifting rotor in forward flight 
(blade section BHT- 540, hovering Mach num· 
ber MH = 0.665, advancing ratio f.t = 0.15). Fig
ures 8 and 9 show the pressure distribution at 
section r / R = 0.92 for two azimuthal positions 
(if!= 180°, and if!= 270°). The comparison of the 
numerical results of the present formulation (lin
ear full-potential and nonlinear full-potential) 
with a numerical solution by a full-potential 
finite-volume code (Ref. [21 J, shows a satisfacto
ry agreement. Finally, transonic acoustic results 
obtained with the present unified aerodynam
ic/ aeroacoustic integral formulation are present
ed. Again, we consider the 1/7 scale UH-1H 
non-lifting hovering rotor with tip Mach number 
MTIP = 0.85 (Figs. 10 and 11) and MTIP = 0.88 
(Figs. 12 and 13). Figures 10 and 12 depict the 
acoustic pressure (as well as the contribution of 
body and field sources) computed by the present 
methodology for an in-plane observer located at a 
distance d = 3.09R from the rotor. For the same 
test cases, Figs. 11 and 13 show the numerical 
results obtained by Ianniello and De Bernardis 
[23] using a Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings for
mulation based on CFD aerodynamic data. The 
agreement of the present results with those in 
[23] is qnite satisfactory, especially in view of the 
strong dependence upon the tip Mach number 
(indeed, a 0.03 increase in MTIP determines a 
doubling of the intensity of the peak of the acous
tic signal). 

Viscous Transonic Flows 

Next, we consider some results obtained by 
using the present coupled viscous /in viscid tech
nique for the analysis of steady two-dimensional 
attached high-Reynolds-number transonic flows. 
The results presented in this Subsection are an 
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update ofthose presented in [6], [8], [12], and [24], 
and are still limited to steady two-dimensional 
flows; unsteady flows are currently under investi
gation. 
For the present calculations, a C-type grid with 
adjustable stretch has been utilized for the evalu
ation of the nonlinear fuJI-potential contributions 
in the integral equation for the potential, Eq. 6. 
This yields some improvements of present results 
with respect to the preliminary results presented 
in [6] and [24], where an H-type grid is employed. 
As a test case, we have considered the exper
imental investigation on the RAE 2822 airfoil, 
presented in [25]. Specifically, the present anal
ysis refers to two flow conditions (indicated as 
cases 7 and 9 in [25]) characterized by the pres
ence of an isentropic but relatively strong shock 
(i.e., Mach number upstream of the shock close 
to 1.3). Figures 14 and 15 depict, respectively, 
the numerical results for the pressure coefficient 
for case 7 (M= = 0.725, Re = 6.5 X 106, and 
a = 2.55°) and case 9 (Moo = 0.73, Re = 
6.5 x 106, and a = 3.19°). The comparison of the 
present numerical results with the experimental 
ones in [25] shows a satisfactory agreement, both 
for the prediction of the shock intensity, and for 
the shock location, which is strongly affected by 
the effects of viscosity. The agreement between 
the present calculations and the experiments is 
satisfactory also for the boundary-layer quanti
ties. This is shown in Figures 16, 17 and 18, that 
depict, respectively, the friction coefficient, the 
displacement and the momentum thicknesses, for 
the case 7 in (25]. Finally, a worthwhile feature 
of the present boundary-layer/full-potential cou
pling technique is that the viscosity effects intro
duced by the coupling renders the full-potential 
algorithm more stable and its convergence rela
tively faster; this allows for reducing the artificial 
viscosity required by the full-potential scheme 
when the viscous-flow correction is applied. 

Concluding Remarks 

An overview of some recent developments in 
the aerodynamic and aeroacoustic analysis of 
wings and rotors in steady and unsteady com
pressible flows using the boundary integral for
mulation for the velocity potential introduced 
by Morino [1] has been presented. Both sub
sonic and transonic flows are considered (the 
transonic analysis is limited to cases in which 
ouly weak shocks occur). The effects of viscosity 

are included by a viscous /in viscid coupling tech
nique, which is valid for attached high-Reynolds 
number flows. The potential-flow formulation has 
been applied to obtain the aerodynamic solution 
for subsonic rotors in forward flight, transonic 
two-dimensional lifting and non-lifting airfoils, 
and non-lifting rotors. The coupled boundary
layer/full-potential flow methodology has been 
applied to steady two-dimensional lifting airfoils 
in transonic flow. The results presented demon
strate the good level of accuracy of the present 
methodology as compared to both experimental 
results and numerical results available in litera
ture. Although additional work appears desirable, 
the present results are encouraging especially in 
view of the fact that for this type of applica
tions BEM is well known to be quite inexpensive 
and highly user friendly. Encouraging results have 
been obtained for an extension of the formulation 
to Euler flows (see, lemma et al., [26]). 
Finally, Ref. [27] presents a methodology for 
obtaining a simple aerodynamic model that facil
itates the coupling of the present aerodynamic 
formulation with flight mechanics and structural 
dynamics. 
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Fig. 1. B0-105 rotor in ascent flight. Pressure coef
ficient, azimuthal angle W = 180°. 
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Fig. 2. B0-105 rotor in ascent flight. Pressure coef
ficient, azimuthal angle W = 270°. 
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Fig. 3. B0-105 rotor in ascent flight. Acoustic signal. 
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Fig. 4. Pressure coefficient over a circular cylinder 
with M~ = 0.5. 
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Fig. 5. Pressure coefficient: NACA 0012, M~=-82, 
a=O'. Points: present work; marked line: Ref. [19]. 
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Fig. 6. Pressure coefficient: NACA 0012, M~ = .84, 
a=O'. Points: present work; marked line: Ref. [21]. 
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Fig. 7. Non-lifting UH-lH rotor in hover. Chord wise 

pressure distribution, r / R = 0.95. 
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Fig. 8. Non-lifting rotor in forward flight. Chordwise 

pressure distribution, r/R = 0.92, W = 180°. 
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Fig. 9. Non-lifting rotor in forward flight. Chord wise 

pressure distribution, r / R = 0.92, W = 270°. 
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Fig. 10. Non-lifting rotor in forward flight. Acoustic 

signatures, MTIP = .85 (present work). 
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Fig. 11. Non-lifting rotor in forward flight. Acoustic 

signatures, MTIP = .85 (Ref. (23]) . 
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Fig. 12. Non-lifting rotor in forward Hight. Acoustic 

signatures, MTIP = .88 (present work). 
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Fig. 13. Non-lifting rotor in forward :Hight. Acoustic 

signatures, MTIP = .88 (Ref. [23]). 
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Fig. 14. Pressure coefficient for RAE 2822 airfoil, 

Moo= 0.725, Re = 6.5 x 106
, a= 2.55°. 
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Fig. 15. Pressure coefficient for RAE 2822 airfoil, 

Moo= 0.73, Re = 6.5 X 106
, a= 3.19'. 
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Fig. 16. Friction coefficient for RAE 2822 airfoil, 
Moo = 0.725, Re = 6.5 x 106 , a = 2.55'. 
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Fig. 17. Displacement thickness for RAE 2822 air

foil, Moo= 0.725, Re = 6.5 X 106
, a= 2.55'. 
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Fig. 18. Momentum thickness for RAE 2822 airfoil, 

Moo= 0.725, Re = 6.5 x 106
, a= 2.55°. 




